Join us in the
STUDENTS OF COLOR GROUP:
Releasing the Invisible Weight

For the opportunity to:

- Process your personal experiences as a student of color
- Connect with other students of color who may have shared experiences
- Empower other group members to take action against injustice
- Heal collectively through telling your story and being supported

FRIDAYS 1:00-2:30P
Undergraduates: Walnut Office
Graduates: Waverly Office

Facilitators:
- Jasmin Allen, Ph.D.
  jnjones@syr.edu
- Karin DeLeon, MSW
  kldeleon@syr.edu
- Danielle Jones, LMSW
  dmjone02@syr.edu
- Tekhara Watson, LMFT,
  tdwats01@syr.edu

Call (315) 443-4715
counselingcenter.syr.edu

*Pre-Group Orientation required